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ABSTRACT

The main objective of the report is to present the overall communication network structure for the

Advanced Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM) facility being built at Yellow Creek near Iuka, Mississippi

as of today. This report is compiled using information received from NASA/MSFC, LMSC, AAD,

and RUST Inc. [ 1-8, 28].

As per the information gathered, the overall network structure will have one logical FDDI ring

acting as a backbone for the whole complex. The buildings will be grouped into two categories viz.

manufacturing critical and manufacturing non-critical. The manufacturing critical buildings will

be connected via FDDI to the Operational Information System (OIS) in the main computing center

in B_1000. The manufacturing _on-critical buildings will be connected by 10BASE-FL to the

Business Information System (BIS) in the main computing center. The workcells will be connected

to the Area Supervisory Computers (ASCs) through the nearest manufacturing critical hub and one

of the OIS hubs.

The network structure described in this report will be the basis for simulations, to be carried out next

year. The Comdisco's Block Oriented Network Simulator (BONES) [10] will be used for the

network simulation.

The main aim of the simulations will be to evaluate the loading of the OIS, the BIS, the ASCs, and

the network links by the traffic generatedby the workstations and workcells throughout the site.

vi



1. INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM) project at Yellow Creek near Iuka, Mississippi is part

of a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) program to substantially improve the

flight safety, reliability, productivity, and performance of the space shuttle's solid rocket motors.

The ASRM is a replacement for the current space shuttle Redesigned Solid Rocket Motor (RSRM).

The facility will be government-owned but contractor--operated. Lockheed Missiles and Space

Company Inc., ASRM division (LMSC) is the prime contractor. The operation of the facility will

be directed by the subcontractor Aerojet ASRM division (AAD); RUST International Corporation

(RUST) is responsible for the engineering and construction of the facility.

The development of the AS RM is expected to take about six years, with the first new motors planned

for a shuttle flight in 1996.

1.1 ASRM Communication Network Structure :

The operations at the ASRM site will be performed in different buildings scattered over a large area.

These buildings will be connected to each other through a Local Area Network (LAN).

The buildings are classified as Manufacturing Critical buildings and Manufacturing Non-Critical

buildings, depending on the type of operation performed within the building. There will be five

Manufacturing Critical hubs and five Manufacturing Non-Critical hubs connecting the respective

buildings to the Main Computing Center in Building 1000 (B_1000). All the workcells will be

connected to the nearest Manufacturing Critical Hub.

Each Manufacturing Critical hub will be communicating with either the Operational Information

System (OIS) or an Area Supervisory Computer (ASC) by Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI)

protocol over an optical fiber link. The workstations will be interacting with the OIS, while the

workcell's data will be routed to ASCs.

Each Manufacturing Non-Critical hub will be communicating with the Business Information

System (BIS) by Ethemet protocol over an optical fiber link.



Thetwo VAXEN in theOIS VAX clustercancommunicatedirectly with eachotherandcaneven

perform loadsharingif required.The BISon theotherhandis asingleentity.

All the printer jobs throughout the campus will be routed through the Gandalf Terminal Server by

the BIS.

For all this data transfer, the recuired muting, security, and flexibility will be provided by the

Cabletron Multi Media Access Centers (MMACs) which will be used throughout the campus.

The overall network logically forms one big FDDI ring although physically it looks like a

combination of various point-to-point connections.

1.2 Summary Of The Forthcoming Chapters •

The main aim of this report is to present the overall communication network structure for the ASRM

facility. The report is composed of chapters discussing the Main Computing Center (B_1000), the

Network Cabling, and the Protocols to be used on the various links

The chapter on 'Main Computing Center' concentrates on the network connection inside B_1000.

The chapter explains the OIS, the BIS, the ASCs, and the Cabletron MMACs interconnection.

The chapter on 'Network Cabling' summarizes the Outdoor Cabling and the Indoor Cabling at the

ASRM site. The chapter also describes the Telephone Cabling in brief.

The chapter on 'Protocols' gives an overview of the different protocols that will be used on different

links in the network. The chapter also gives a brief theoretical background for each of the protocol

and explains the 'FDDI Dual Ring of Trees'.

The 'Conclusion' chapter at the end of the report comments on the network expectations, the

network evaluation parameters, the network modeling, the data rates for the workstations, and the

workcells. Lastly some preliminary conclusions are drawn at the end of that chapter.

The mid-year report submitted to NASA/MSFC is included in this report as Appendices A5, A6,

and A7.
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Appendix A5 is an investigationof X window traffic using TCP/IP over Ethernetnetworks.

AppendixA6 isasurveystudyof performanceconceptsof X window applicationswith Macintosh

computers.AppendixA7 is atutorial onDECnetprotocols.

1.3 Research Objective :

Now that the design of the long-term network is being finalized, the main objective of the research

will be to simulate and analyze the network to determine its performance under different load

conditions.

The Comdisco's Block Oriented Network Simulator (BONES) will be used for network simulation.

The performance of the network with the given topology and protocols can be evaluated, using

BONES. The two primary evaluation parameters that will be used to judge the network performance

will be the throughput and the delay.

The aim of the simulations will be to look into the loading of the OIS, the BIS, the ASCs, and the

network links due to the traffic generated by the workstations and the workcells over the entire site.



2. MAIN COMPUTING CENTER (BUILDING 1000)

2.1 Purpose Of The Main Computing Center :

Building 1000 (B_1000) is to provide an efficient means to plan and control the manufacturing of

solid rocket motors for the ASRM project. All the workstations and the workcells communicate only

with the OIS, the BIS, and the ASCs in B_1000; there is no peer-to-peer communication required.

B_1000 also provides a link between the business functions and the manufacturing functions of the

facility. The interconnection between the devices in B_1000 is shown in Figure 2.1.

The OIS will be a VAX cluster c_nsisting of two VAX 6000 each with one FDDI adapter.

Each of the ASCs will be a VAX 4400 with an Ethernet adapter. Currently LMSC is planning on

two ASCs, but hoping to be able to get by with only one.

B_ 1000 will also have a Gandalf Terminal Server. The Gandalf Terminal Server is a giant terminal

server with a multitude of ports. The Gandalf can support !2 separate Ethernet channels. The

Gandalf Terminal Server physically is a cabinet 6 feet tall. It will be the only terminal server

throughout the campus.

The OIS, the BIS, the ASCs, and the Gandalf terminal server in B_1000 will be connected to the

outside network complex by the Cabletron MMACs, the intelligent hubs. There will be fiber

connection between the OIS, and the Cabletron hubs. There will be a copper connection between

the BIS and its Cabletron hub, and between the ASC, and their Cabletron hub. The Cabletron hubs

provide the necessary security, rcuting, and redundancy.

In addition to the devices mentioned, Building 1000 will have nine more Cabletron hubs distributed

in three switch rooms viz. 1243, 1245, and 1250. B_1000 will also have approximately 100 printers,

36 CAD workstations, 400 Macintosh computers connected to the BIS hub by 10BASET, 50 PCs

connected to the BIS hub by 10BASET, 40 Engineering workstations on 10BASE2, 289 dumb

terminals connected via ADI to the Gandalf to the BIS hub, and a connection to the PSCNI router.

The BIS hub connections are shown in Appendix A4. The exact number, the configuration, and the
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Figure 2.1 Inside Building 1000

communication requirements of each must be determined before significant simulations can

commence. It appears that within the last three months the function of the BIS has changed

significantly. ........

2.2 Cabletron Devices :

All the Cabletron devices used will be Multi Media Access Centers (MMACs) with different add-on

Media Interface Modules (MIM). For detailed information refer to Appendix A2.

The main functions of the Cabletron devices will be as follows •

1. Routing of the printer jobs to the Gandalf Terminal Server through the BIS.

2. Routing of the accumulated data from the workcells to the ASCs.



3. Providingtheload sharingcapabilityfor thetwo OIS VAX.

4. Providingconnectivityto theBISor theOIS for variousdevices.

All theMMAC devicesusedwill betheMMAC-8FNBs, andthefirst slot in eachof theMMAC

deviceswill beaEMME multichannelmanagement/ bridge module.

2.3 BIS Network :

The BIS is a VAX 3400 VAX cluster consisting of three VAX 6000s (one 6410 and two 6420s) and

five different console systems.

The BIS will be connected to its Cabletron hub by thick-wire coaxial with 10BASE5 protocol.

The main functions of the BIS network will be as follows

1. Routing to / from the Gandalf Terminal Server.

2. Serving the most of the devices inside Building 1000.

3. Serving all the Manufacturing Non-Critical workstations.

The BIS hub and one of the OIS hubs will be connected to provide a path for the printer jobs from

the Manufacturing Critical buildings to the Gandalf Terminal Server and subsequently to the

printers. Except for this function and the 69 unmasked workstations, all the BIS traffic will be

independent of the OIS traffic.

2.40IS Network :

The OIS in B_1000 is a VAX cluster consisting of two VAX 6000 each with FDDI adapters.

Each OIS VAX will be connected to a Cabletron hub by optical fiber using the FDDI protocol.

The main operations of the OIS vail be as follows :

1. To provide effi:ient means to plan, control, and provide data collection using

commercial software packages [2].

2. To download and upload information to each ASC, which will serve a group of

workcells. The ASCs will help isolate the traffic from the OIS.



2.5 ASC Network :

The two ASCs will be two VAX 4400, each with an Ethernet adapters.

The ASCs will be connected to the Cabletron hub by thick wire coaxial cable using the 10BASE5

protocol.

The ASC is a real-time device which handles the Application Program Interfaces (APIs). The ASC

has similar functionality to the OIS. The ASC will control and manage a set of workcells. The OIS

and ASCs will be connected through a self-configuring bridge. The bridge separates the traffic

between the shop floor and the OIS. The ASCs will communicate with the OIS occasionally with

a large block of data, rather than communicating continuously, which would slow down the OIS

operation. Also if the OIS goes down, the ASC will keep the network alive and log the data.
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3. NETWORK CABLING

3.1 Transmission Media :

The transmission medium is the physical path between transmitter and receiver in a data

transmission system. The characteristics and quality of data transmission are determined both by

the nature of the signal and the nature of the medium. Table 3.1 gives typical characteristics for

guided media, including the total data rate that the medium can support, the bandwidth the medium

can transmit, and the required relzeater spacing for digital transmission [ 12].

Transmission Medium Total Data Rate Bandwidth Repeater Spacing

Twisted Pair 4 Mbps 250 KHz 2 - 10 Km

Coaxial Cable 500 Mbps 350 MHz 1 - 10 Km

Optical Fiber 2000 Mbps 2000 MHz 10 - 100 Krn

Table 3.1 Transmission Media Characteristics

3.1.1 Twisted Pair :

Twisted pair cable is made up of copper wire twisted together in precisely calculated fashion, since

the wires carry more information further when twisted together than when left as separate strands.

For Local Area Networks (LANs) two varieties of twisted pair cables are used, shielded and

unshielded.

3.1.2 Coaxial Cable :

Coaxial cable contains a single central wire, which is surrounded by special insulation and wire

mesh. There are many types of coaxial cables; coaxial carries more information further and faster

than twisted pair cable.

3.1.3 Optical Fiber :

Optical fiber cable contains a hair thin strand of optical fiber surrounded by special shielding and

insulation. Optical fibers carry pulses of light, instead of bursts of electricity. With the right



supportinghardware,optical fiber cancarrymoreinformationfurther in lessspacethananyother

typeof cable.

3.1.4 Cabling at ASRM site :

At the ASRM site all the outdoor cabling and much of the indoor cabling will be optical fiber.

Thin-wire coaxial and thick-wire coaxial will be used in B_1000. Twisted pair will be used in

manufacturing non--critical buildings.

3.2 Outdoor Cabling At The ASRM Site :

All the outdoor cabling will be optical fiber. All systems will be supported with 62.5 / 125 micron

muhimode optical fiber. The outdoor cabling will support the FDDI standards for installation

methodology and signal loss. There will be no outside splicing of the fiber, while all the indoor

splicing will be done by fusion.

Every FDDI hub will have at least three redundant paths, viz. Channel A and Channel B of FDDI

and a 10BASE-FL backup. Also every FDDI hub will have two redundant dual rings.

3.2.1 Manufacturing Critical Buildings Connections :

The manufacturing critical buildings will have two FDDI data paths from the B_1000 with

automatic switchover. One data path will be buried, while the other will be aerial. Buildings 1016,

2029, 2030, 2031, and 2066 are the manufacturing critical buildings, each will have a hub directly

connected to a hub in B_1000. Buildings 2060 and 2076 will be connected to the hub in building

2029. Each hub will receive two pair of fibers from the outside cable plant. All workstations and

workcell devices will receive two fibers each from the respective hub.

3.2.2 Manufacturing Non-Critical Buildings Connections :

All the manufacturing non-criticzl buildings in the complex will receive two fibers for its hub from

the outside cable plant. All the workstations inside the buildings will get two fibers each from the

respective hub.



3.3 Indoor Cabling At The ASRM Site :

For the indoor cabling in the manufacturing critical buildings, the 10BASE-FL protocol will be

used, mainly because it allows lower light levels and 16 redundant data paths, and because the

Cabletron devices support the 10BASE-FL protocol.

3.4 Telephone Cabling :

The telephone system at ASRM Iuka is being built around an Intecom S/80 switch. The only overlap

in the voice and data networks now is between the Gandalf terminal server and the RS-232 devices

it serves. The Intecom system wilt be used as the network for communicating serial information

between the aforementioned devices. The RS-232 devices consist of printers and some workcells.

The Intecom network's character.stics were studied and reported last year [ 19].

3.5 Physical Distances :

Table 3.2 gives the physical distance of all the buildings from the nearest hub. Table 3.3 gives the

physical distance of all the hubs from B_1000.
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Building
No.

1000

1001

1010

1012

1016

Building Name

Engineering /

Computer

Security and
Medical

Central Warehouse

Warehouse 'A'

Case Prep. and
Refurbishment

No. of

workstns

( 69+

40+36)

O3

10

14

No. of

workcells

00

00

00

00

Link

Link #4

Link #4

Link #7

27 16 Link #3

1022 Chemical Storage
01 00 Link #4

1025 Carpenters Shop
01 00 Link #4

1032 Office

08

O3

Training Center1045

2015

2028

2029

2030

Pre - Mix (Mix / Cast)

Tool Clean /

Core Prep.

Remote Control

Room

00

00

00

00

01

Non Destructive --

Evaluation Facility

04

00

12

Link #5

Link #4

Link # 1

Link # 1

Link #1

Nearest

Hub

1000

1000

1000

1012

Distance
_om

hub(feet)

1500

600

1016

1000 2600

1000 2400

2066

1000

2029

2029

2029

800

1400

1450

26OO

03 02 Link#6 2030 --

2031 Final Assembly
15 00 Link #2 2031 m

2042 Main Motor

Storage 04 OO Link #6 2030 8650

Small Scale

Propellant Proc. 04 02 Link #1 2029 2250

Quality Assurance
Lab. 05 01 Link #5 2066

2060

2066

2070

Link #501 OO 2066
Sample

Preparation 1450
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Building
No.

Building Name No. of

workstns

No. of

workcells

Link Nearest

Hub
Distance

from

hub(feet)

2076 Qualification

Motor Facility 04 01 Link # 1 2029 2550

2082 HTPB Storage
Tank Farm 01 00 Link #1 2029 850

3003 Deload - Open area

No Building 00 01 Link #6 2030 7050

3005 Control Building
03 01 Link #6 2030 5950

3010 Incinerator System

Building 00 01 Link #6 2030 4950

3011 Feed Prep.

Facility 01 01 Link #6 2030 6600

4001 Shipping Dock
01 00 Link #6 2030 9700

TOTAL 1 7o127I I

Table 3.2 Distances of each building from the nearest hub
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Link Distance

(feet)

Number of

Workstations on

the link.

Number of

Workcells

on the link.

Type of the
Link

Link # 1 : 6700 29 04 Critical and

(2029) Non-critical

Link # 2 : 4650 15 00 Critical

(2031)

Link # 3 : 1450 27 16 Critical

(1016)

Link # 4 : 00 19 00 Non-critical

(1000)

Link # 5 : 3550 09 01 Critical and

(2066) Non--critical

Link # 6 : 5000 12 06 Critical and

(2030) Non-critical

Link # 7 : 950 14 00 Non--Critical

(1012)

Table 3.3 Distances of each hub from B 1000

13



( Critical and
Non--critical )

LINK # 6

Total

workstations

270

5 Critical Links and

5 Non-critical Links

ENGINEERING /

COMPUTER

[09[

LINK # 5

1032

/
( Critical and

Non.--critical )

[ 1012 [ II

2076

2015

2028

2082

I 10_:!_

( Non-critical )

LINK # 7

LINK # 1

( Critical and

Non-critical )

II29I

[ Critical )

LINK # 2

2031

FINAL

ASSEMBLY

LINK # 4

( Non-critical

I 19
( Critical ) .

LINK # 3

] "NI_c_AS 1E I:RIEP

Figure 3.1 Hub Connections
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4. PROTOCOLS

4.1 Standard Protocols :

For two entities to successfully communicate over a network, they must conform to some mutually

acceptable set of conventions referred to as a Protocol. A Protocol may be defined as a set of rules

governing the exchange of data between two entities. The key elements of a protocol are :

Syntax : Includes data format, coding, and signal levels.

Semantics : Includes control information for co-ordination and error handling.

Timing : Includes speed matching and sequencing.

4.1.1 IEEE 802 LAN Protocols :

The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineer (IEEE) has established different committees to

develop standards for LANs :

802.2 Logical Link Control (LLC)

802.3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access Collision Detect (CSMA / CD)

802.4 Token Bus

802.5 Token Ring

4.1.2 ANSI LAN Protocof :

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has developed a specification for LANs and

optical fiber. The standard is called Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) and was written by

ANSI committee X3T9.5 [14].

4.1.3 Protocols At ASRM Site :

For the communication network at the ASRM site, two protocols are specified viz. FDDI and

CSMA/CD.

15



All themanufacturingcritical buildingswill beconnectedto B_1000by links with FDDI protocol,

and all the manufacturingnon--criticalbuildings will be connectedto B_1000 by links with

10BASE-FL protocol (i.e. CSMA/CDon optical fiber). The protocol inside the manufacturing

critical building will be 10BASE-FL and the protocol inside the manufacturingnon-critical

building will be10BASE-T (i.e.CSMA/CDon twistedpair).

All thefiber systemswill besupportedwith 62.5/ 125 micron multimode optical fiber. The outdoor

cabling will support the FDDI standards for installation methodology and signal loss.

4.2 FDDI Protocol :

The FDDI protocol works on an optical fiber channel at 100 Mbps. Up to 1000 nodes can be placed

on one optical fiber ring. The nodes can be spaced as far as 2 Km apart and the ring circumference

can be up to 200 Km [14].

FDDI specifies a topology in which two independent, counterrotating optical fiber rings are in place,

which provides a overall bit rate of 200 Mbps, with each channel operating at 100 Mbps.

In Figure 4.1 some devices (A type) are attached to both inner and outer rings, while other devices

(B type) are attached by only one ring. This allows a user to designate those critical stations which

need additional back-up and higher speeds as type A stations. The other, less important ones such

as isolated workstations or low-priority terminals, can be hooked up as type B stations, at a lesser

COSt.

The Ring Wiring Concentrator (RWC) acts as a reconfiguration and concentration point for all optic

wiring and data traffic.

The connectors into the terminals and wiring concentrator are laser diodes which can drive the fiber

at a rate of over 100 MHz. FDDI stipulates a standard optic light wave of 850 nanometers.

FDDI utilizes a 4B / 5B encoded signal at a rate of 125 Mbps. Encoded signals are grouped as data

and linestates. Data signals contain a nibble (4-bits) of data encoded into a 5 bit symbol, hence the

resulting data rate is 4 / 5 of the actual bit rate or 100 Mbps. Linestate signals are non-data 5 bit

16



B1
I I
I I

Ring Wiring

ConcentratorIRWC)

A1

B2 A2

Figure 4.1 FDDI Topology

symbols that allow for a rudimen:ary communication protocol below the Medium Access Control

(MAC) layer.

FDDI uses a multiple token passing protocol. The token circles the ring behind the last transmitted

packet from a device. Any station wishing to transmit data seizes the token, removes the token,

places the packet or packets on the ring, and then issues the new token directly behind the data

stream.

4.3 CSMA / CD Protocol :

CSMA / CD is the most commonly used Medium Access Control (MAC) technique for bus / tree

topologies, also referred to as Listen While Talk (LWT). The original baseband version of this

technique was developed and patented by XEROX.

In CSMA / CD many different stations are connected to a common bus. If two stations try to transmit

at the same time then the packets will collide, at which point each station waits a random amount

of time before trying to transmit again. If the packet from a station collides again, then the station

waits a longer amount of time, determined by the random exponential backoff time for that station,

before trying to transmit.

The IEEE 802.3 CSMA / CD standard sends data in variable size frames commonly called packets

with a minimum spacing of 9.6 microseconds.

17



For anyhub,if thereis activity (signal)onmorethanoneinput, acollision is assumed.A special

signalcalledthecollision presence signal is generated. This signal is generated and sent out as long

as activity is still sensed on any of the input lines after a collision is detected. This signal is

interpreted by every node as an occurrence of collision.

4.4 ASC To LSC Communication Protocol :

The ASCs will be used to monitor and control the shop floor test equipment and the automated

workcells.

OIS

WS

 MirPAM
ipcIMon. Nodeserver[

ASC

PAA

DCM
DAS

PE NI

PE NI
I

Oat wayI----1
livcxlI PC Mon. Server

J

Single Cabletron MMAC-8FNB

I

Bridge

Figure 4.2 ASC-LSC Connectivity

LSC

NeT

API

Des

NeT

API

Des

J
At the Local Supervisory Computer (LSC) level, data from the workcell devices are collected by

utilizing software provided by RUST International. Data collected at the LSC is transferred to the

ASC by a combination of BASEstar request/response transactions and LSC initiated File Transfer

18



Protocol(FTP).After thedatahasbeensuccessfullytransferredto theASC, theASC will process

thedataandpassit to theWork Stream(WS) producton theOIS system.After reachingtheOIS,

thedatais madeavailablefor analysisandmanipulationby theothersoftware.

ThevendorDeviceControlSoftware(DCS)mayrequestNetworkCooperatingTask(NCT)services

by utilizing the ApplicationProgramInterface(API). TheNCT andAPI communicatethrough

socketsusingtheTransportControlProtocol(TCP)protocol. TheAPI actsasaclient andtheNCT

providesservicestotheAPI. In otherwords,theexecutionof anAPI routinegeneratesarequestthat

is transmittedto theNCT. Consequently, the NCT generates a response that returns the requested

information to the API routine that initiated the transaction. In addition to the API interface, the

NCT functions as a server for the network Device Access Software (DAS). The BASEstar product

resides on the ASC, and provides an API. Hence, the Process Automation Application (PAA) can

invoke NCT functions by including BASEstar API calls in the PAA source code.The B ASEstar/PAA

communicates with the NCT in the same manner as the API. The BASEstar/PAA formulates

requests for NCT services and sends the requests to the NCT. Upon receipt of a request, the NCT

validates the request and formulates the appropriate response. Next, the NCT's response is returned

to the requester. Finally, the PAA sends the acquired information to the WS by utilizing the WS

BSGW interface.

In short, the process can explained as the data is passed from the DCS to the NCT by incorporating

API calls into the DCS source code. Data from the NCT is passed to the ASC by adding the

BASEstar API calls into the PAA source code. The PAA processes the acquired data and passes the

data to the WS through the WS/BASEstar Gateway (BSGW).

4.5 FDDI Dual Ring Of Trees [11] :

A typical FDDI network consists of the following four types of nodes : Dual Attached Stations

(DAS), Dual Attached Concentrators (DAC), Single Attached Stations (SAS), and Single Attached

Concentrators (SAC).
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A preferredFDDI topologyconsistsof a dual ring of trees. The trunkring is formedwith dual

attachedstationsandconcentrators.Thetreesareformedof concentratorconnectionsto SASand

SAC. Typically thedual ring itself wouldconsistsof concentrators,bridges,routers,file servers,

mainframecomputers,etc.Workstationsandotherdesktopcomputerswouldbeconnectedthrough

concentratorsto form trees.

Theuseof concentratorstoform treestructuresoffersanumberof advantages.It allows lower cost

SASs to be connected to the ring. It enhances network reliability since a concentrator automatically

reconfigures the network as stations are inserted or re-inserted from the tree. It also rejects links

that are faulty and ensures that they do not bring down the ring. A concentrator also allows the use

of a star wiring topology that is present in most buildings.

I
I

DAC DualAttached Concentrator

DAS DualAttached Stations

SAC Single Attached Concentrator

SAS Single Attached Station

Figure 4.3 FDDI Dual Ring Of Trees
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4.6 One Logical FDDI Ring At The ASRM Site :

A simplified figure of the network structure at the ASRM will be as shown in Figure 4.4

Building 1000

BIS (SAS) OIS (DAS) OIS (DAS) ASC(SAS)

Gandalf (SAC)

__ /111

Cabletron / /

69 (OAC)
/

OIS w/s /
(SAC) /

/ /

// //
/

/ / \
/ I I \

.u,,°,n0
I=°"'1'°1=/111 =0=9j =o3o

(SAC) (SAC) (SAC) (SAC) (SAC)

I \
I \
I \
I \
I
I
I
I

Cabletron
Cabletron

(DAC) (DAC)

\
\

\\

ASC(SAS)

_-- FDDI

10BASE-FL

10BASE5

"" 10BASE2

(SAC) (SAC) (SAC) (SAC)

Figure 4.4 FDDI Ring At The ASRM Site

Comparing Figure 4.4 and 4.3 shows that logically a dual ring of trees exist at the ASRM site. So

though physically it is a point-to--point connection, the overall network structure will have one

logical FDDI ring acting as a backbone for the whole complex.
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5. CONCLUSION

5.1 Network Expectations :

The network should be reliable and have redundant links since

1. The control of the manufacturing will be accomplished over the LAN via APIs.

2. Large amount of data will be required due to the critical nature of the solid rocket

motors in the Space Shuttle program.

5.2 Network Evaluation Parameters :

The two primary evaluation parameters that will be used to judge the network performance are

Throughput and Delay.

The Throughput is the effective bit rate of the system in bits Fer second (bps). It does not include

the overhead bits used by the protocol or the packets that have to be transmitted again.

The Delay in a LAN is judged by the mean delay per packet. This mean delay per packet will be

used to calculate the time to transmit a graphics page.

The delay in a LAN is contributed mostly by the following three factors

1. Propagation Delay

2. Delay in a Tranaceiver

3. Queue Delay in a Bridge

Also the user response time will be important.

5.2.1 Propagation Delay :

The propagation delay of the light signal traveling down the fiber will be modeled by using afixed

delay model provided by BONES. The link delay will be calculated by dividing the distance by the

speed at which the light travels dgwn the fiber (0.67 times the speed of light). The link distances

and the corresponding delays for each link are shown in Table 5.1.
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Link Distance

(feet)

Number of

Workstations

on

the link.

Number of

Workceils

on the link.

Type of the
Link

Link

Delay

(microsec.)

Link # 1 • 6700 29 04 Critical and 10.16

(2029) Non-critical

Link # 2 • 4650 15 00 Critical 7.05

(2031)

Link # 3 • 1450 27 16 Critical 2.20

(1016)

Link # 4 • 00 19 00 Non--critical 0.00

(1000)

Link # 5 • 3550 09 01 Critical and 5.38

(2066) Non-critical

Link # 6 • 5000 12 06 Critical and 7.58

(2030) Non-critical

Link # 7 : 950 14 00 Non-Critical 1.44

(1012)

Table 5.1 Propagation Delay Table

5.2.2 Delay In A Transceiver :

The worst case collision detection time of a particular CSMA / CD commercial transceiver was

found to be 900 nanoseconds [15-16]. The worst case packet delay of a particular commercial

optical hub was found to be 630 nanoseconds [17]. This delay is caused by the light-to--electrical

and electrical-to-light conversion.

5.2.3 Queue Delay In A Bridge :

In simulation each of the CSMA / CD networks will be connected to the FDDI backbone by a bridge.

A bridge converts the CSMA / CD packet to an FDDI packet. It buffers the incoming packets until

they are serviced. If a packet enters the bridge and the queue is full, the packet is rejected. If the

queue is big but not full, then the packet will not be rejected but it will be delayed.
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5.3 Network Modeling Using BONES :

The commercial software package Block Oriented Network Simulator (BONES) will be used for

simulating the network.

BONES is an event driven simulation. Each event has to be triggered by a previous event called a

Trigger. If a block is not triggered then there will be no output. Thus when building model using

the provided blocks, race conditions such as parallel inputs must be avoided. Instead, blocks should

be cascaded to prevent the race conditions.

Different nodes that will be modeled are

1. Workstations

2. Workcells

Models of CSMA / CD nodes, FDDI nodes, and bridges are included in the BONES library.

The parameters of the CSMA / CD nodes will be set to the IEEE 802.3 CSMA / CD standard. But

the packet size will be set to the smallest possible size of 64 bytes for a worst case analysis. If the

packet size is small the transmission time will be small, with respect to the propagation delay, and

more collisions will occur.

A traffic source model will be developed to model a workstation sending a block of data such as a

text or graphics screen. The traffic source model sends a set number of packets at an interarrival

rate set by the user. The interarrival rate has a Poisson distribution because traffic on a LAN tends

to have a Poisson distribution.
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TheTable5.2givesthelist of BONESmodulesthatwill beusedfor eachdeviceat theASRM site.

Nameof the device at the Type of the device BONES Module that will be
ASRM site used

OIS FDDI node FDDI node

BIS CSMA / CD node CSMA / CD node

ASCs CSMA / CD node CSMA / CD node

FDD! workstations FDDI workstation FDDI workstation

CSMA / CD workstations CSMA / CD workstation CSMA / CD workstation

Workcells CSMA / CD workstation CSMA / CD workstation

Cabletron EMME card Ethernet bridge CSMA / CD Bridge

Cabletron FDMMIM FDDI to Ethernet bridge FDDI to CSMA / CD Bridge

Cabletron MT8-MIM DELNI card Fixed Delay

Cabletron FORMIM 10BASE-FL card CSMA / CD hub

Cabletron TPRMIM 10BASE-T card CSMA / CD hub

Cabletron CXRMIM DEMPR card CSMA / CD hub

Cabletron GX-M GatorStar card LocalTalk to CSMA / CD

router.

Cabletron FDMIM-04 FDDI concentrator FDDI hub

Table 5.2 BONES Modules to be used

5.4 Data Rates For The Workstations and The Workcells

5.4.1 Data Rate For The Workstations :

The data rate for the workstations can be computed by assuming that the workstation will be sending

a block of data such as a text or graphics screen. A page of graphics is assumed to be 640 pixels by

480 lines with 16 colors. The data to be transmitted is given as 1920 characters / screen [4] which

is equal to 192 kilobytes of data. The number of packets required to send 192 kilobytes can be

calculated using 64 byte packets (worst case design). The delay per graphics page can be calculated

by multiplying the number of packets by the mean delay per packet.

5.4.2 Data Rates For The Workcells :

The data rates for the workcells are computed using the information obtained [2] and is tabulated

in Table 5.3 below.
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Different typesof workcellsandtheir operationscanbeclassifiedasfollows.

1. Developmenttype.

a.File transfer

b. Filedelete

2. Manufacturing type.

a. File transfer

b. Write

c. Read

d. Polling

e. File delete

3. Testing type.

a. File transfer

b. Write

c. Read

d. File delete

4. Non-Destructive type.

a. File transfer

b. Write

c. Read

d. File delete
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Building
No.

B_1016

Workcell
ID #

W 102

W lO4a

Description

Robotic washout station

Hydrotest equipment

Workcell

Type

MFG

Testing

Data

Rates

441.6 bytes/

$¢c

15.66Mbytes

/$ec

Duration

24 hrs

8 rain/
day

W 104b Hydrotest data acquisition system Testing 15.66Mbytes 8 min/
/see day

W 107 Electromag-acoustic eddy current test NDE 533bytes/ 16hrs / 3
day days

W 114 Robotic dimensional inspection NDE 1.44Mbytes 12 hrs/3
/day days

W 116 Aqueous degreaser MFG 384bytes/ 8 hrs
$ec

W 117 Robot clean/paint/osee MFG 364.8bytes/ 40 hrs/5
see days

W 118 Plastic media blast robot MFG 105.6bytes/ 16 hrs/5
see days

W 121 Clean, dry, liner robot MFG 604.8bytes/ 16 hrs/day
sec

W 148 Horizontal elastic insulation application MFG :68.8 bytes/ 60 hrs/5
see days

W 149 Pattern cutting station MFG 720bytes/ 4 hrs/day
see

W 159 Aqueous degreaser MFG 384bytes/ 8

W 160 Plastic media blast robot MFG 652.8bytes/ 8 hrs/5
see days

W 161 Component Washout Robot MFG 182.4bytes/ 8 hrs/5
see days

W 168 Ultrasonic inspection NDE 533bytes/ 16 hrs/3
day days

W 169 Autoclave (insulation curing) MFG 86.4bytes/ 40 hrs/5
sec days

B_ 2029 DCS Mix/Cast distributed control system MFG 960 bytes/ 96 hrs/1
see month

B_2030 W 402 Real time radiography NDE 800bytes/hr 40 hrs/3
days

W 403 Ultrasonic test NDE 80obytes/hr 24 hrs/3
days

B_2060 WSSP Small scale propellant 768bytes/ constant
see

?? Scales 18816bytes constant

/day
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Building [Workcell Description Workcell Data Duration
No. ID # Type Rates

B_2066 LIMS LIMS 23.sl bytes/ 3-4 min

sec

B_2076 MTRQ Motor qualification data acquisition 576Kbytes/ 8-12 min/
sec

system day

B_3003 ?? Propellant removal station MFG 441.6bytes/ 24 hrs

sec

B_3005 ?? Thermal treatment control MFG 384bytes/ 8 hrs

sec

B_3 010 ? ? Inci nerato:" MFG 384bytes/ 8 hrs

scc

B_3011 ?? Feeder preparation MFG 1384bytes/ 8 hrs

sec

Table 5.3 Workcells and their data rates

5,5 Preliminary Conclusions :

1. The FDDI backbone should cause only a negligible delay compared to the other

delay-causing factors considered in section 5.2.

2. The FDDI ring bandwidth should be sufficient for the whole network. However

there is possibility of overload as all the traffic is directed towards B_1000.

3. The throughput should linearly increase with the traffic intensity per node.

4. The optical hubs should be arranged to cascade as few as possible to avoid large

propagation delays. One commercially available optical hub specifies that each additional hub in

a path reduces that path by 180 meters (590 feet).
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APPENDIX

A1. BONES SIMULATOR

The Block Oriented Network Simulator (BONES) provides an interactive graphical environment for

simulation-based analysis and design of a broad range of communication networks. The integrated

BONES environment includes the z,apability to •

1. Graphically describe data structures in a hierarchical fashion.

2. Graphically describe protocol functions, node processing, and network topology

in a hierarchical fashion using block diagrams.

3. Translate the network model into a C program, and execute an event driven

simulation of the model.

4. Perform design iterations and tradeoff analysis.

5. Document both models and results.

BONES provides an easy-to-use modeling and simulation environment, an excellent model library

that is user extensible, and a set of powerful analysis tools. BONES minimizes the amount of code

the user has to write and provides on-line help, documentation aids, and error checking. These

features free the user from the low level details of simulation programming and directs the focus on

modeling, analysis, and design.

In BONES environment, the network model is specified in terms of the network topology, traffic,

packet and message (data) structures, and protocol functions. The user constructs the network

graphically and hierarchically using the building blocks from the BONES model library. The user

can also write the components of a model in C and incorporate them into the BOneS modeling

environment. BONES translates the network model into a C program, executes an event driven

Monte Carlo simulation, computes statistical measures of network performance, and displays the

results graphically.
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APPENDIX

A2. CABLETRON DEVICES

The communication network structure of the ASRM will be using different Cabletron devices and

modules for internetworking.

This part of the report presents a summary of the Cabletron devices to be used.

A2.1 Cabletron's Multi Media Access Centers (MMACs) :

The Cabletron MMAC is an advanced network intelligent wiring hub that integrates LANs and

WANs, in Ethernet, Token Ring, and FDDI environments.

The MMAC's architecture also provides media independence, allowing selection of unshielded

twisted pair, shielded twisted pair, thin or thick coaxial cable, optical fiber, and AUI transceiver

cabling.

The MMACs provides a backplane referred to as the Flexible Network Bus (FNB) to interconnect

different modules internally.

Ethernet Bus

Management Bus

Power Bus

< Token Ring / FDDI

Figure A2.1 MMAC Strucutre

The catalog does not specify the bandwidth for the FNB but refers to it as a large highway of many

lanes.
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TheCabletrondevicesprovidenetworkredundancyin two forms.Thefirst methodis to ensurethat

all data connectionshave two back-up paths. This method allows critical servers,nodes,or

backbonesto bebacked-upwith multipledatapathsfrom oneormoreMMACs. In eventof adata

pathfailure, back-uppathstakeover. This featurewill beusefulin connectingthemanufacturing

critical hubsto B_1000at theASRM site.

The secondmethodof redundancybuilt into the MMAC is its load sharing/ redundant power

supplies. This method will be used for sharing the load of one of the OIS VAXEN cluster by the

other in the event of heavy loading of one of the OIS VAXEN.

The MMACs chassis are modular, allowing one to hot swap media boards and power supplies. This

feature reduces the downtime, as units can be serviced quickly without special tools.

The MMACs allows for connection of up to seven Media Interface Modules (MIM) when utilizing

MMAC-8FNB, up to four MIMs for MMAC-5FNB, or two MIMs for MMAC-3FNB. The first

card slot in all the MMAC devices must contain one of the Cabletron's intelligent repeater or

management modules. The other slots within the MMAC can be devoted to a variety of Cabletron

MIMs.

At the ASRM site all the MMAC devices will be MMAC-8FNB and the f'trst slot in the MMAC will

be the EMME multichannel management / bridge module.

A2.2 Cabletron's Media Interface Modules (MIMs) :

A MIM is an add-on card that can be plugged into a slot of a MMAC. Each MIM has ports on its

faceplate to support cabling. There are over 50 different types of MIMs. Each MIM functions

uniquely as a repeater or as a bridge. A single MMAC device can have different types of MIM

(Ethernet, Token Ring, and FDDI), each performing different function. A bridge module is required

when different MIMs are used in a MMAC.

The different MIMs to be used in :he network at the ASRM are listed in Table A2.1.
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Name of the

Card

EMME

FDMMIM

MT8-MIM

FORMIM

TPRMIM

CXRMIM

GX-M

FDMMIM--04

Type of the
Card

Ethernet Bridge

FDDI to Ethemet

Bridge

DELNI Card

10BASE-FL

Card

10BASE-T Card

DEMPR Card

GatorStar Card

FDDI

Concentrator

Protocol

Ethernet

Ethernet

Ethernet

Ethernet

LocalTalk

FDDI

Number of

ports

4 ports

8 ports

8 ports

12 ports

24 ports

12 ports

24 ports

4 ports

Comments

Used as a man-

agement module
in all the

MMACS

Connects 10

Mbps Ethemet to

100 Mbps FDDI

AUI Transceiver

Provides connec-

tivity for 12
Ethernet chan-

nels

Provides Con-

nectivity for 24
Ethernet Chan-

nels

Provides Con-

nectivity for 12
Ethernet Chan-

nels

Integrates 24 port

LocalTalk repeat-
er with a Local-

Talk to Ethernet

router

Provides 4 con-

centrator ports
for FDDI con-

nections

Table A2.1 Cabletron MIMs used at ASRM

A2.3 Summary :

A Cabletron device is a standard computer sized cabinet with 4--8 slots. Each card is bridged to each

other and is hot swappable. Reconfiguring a network logically and physically can be done easily
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with the Cabletron device. The Cabletron device automatically configures to the fastest path. It can

be fine-tuned to increase the performance or throughout of a network.
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APPENDIX

A3. ASRM NETWORK STRUCTURE
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APPENDIX

A4. BIS HUB Connections inside B 1000
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APPENDIX

A4, X WINDOW TRAFFIC

Introduction

About X Window system

The X window system, or just X for short, is a combination of several software components working

together to provide a high performance graphical interface to users. In the X environment, users do

their jobs on network-based and bit-mapped windows that are controlled and managed by a termi-

nal server. X supports multiple w!.ndows so that it provides users with a multitask application envi-

ronment. Users may open a window for each interactive applications. The X components are many

things. From the user's point of view, they include a window server, a window manager, a display

manager (or none), and a collection of application programs (called clients). To the X programmer,

they also contain a communication protocol and a structured library that is the lowest level routines

with access to the X protocol. Programmers use this library to build user interfaces.

The X window system is well described by a client-server model with a communication protocol

between the client and the server. The server is a software program residing at the terminal. It takes

user inputs (from the keyboard, mouse, etc.) and sends them to relevant programs (clients). Then

it receives the client display requests and does the actual drawing on the screen. The client is the

application program the user runs. It may run locally if the terminal is a workstation, or run remotely

at a mainframe with results being displayed at simple terminals. The X protocol controls the various

client-server interactions supported by X. It is def'med as a set of primitives: request, event, reply,

and error. The request is an order sent from a client to the server as a response to a user input/action

to request the server to make some changes to the graphics display, e.g. creating/closing a window.

The client may also send a request to the server for some information from the server. In this case,

no drawing action will be taken. The event, sent from the server to a client, is used to indicate a

device action has been initiated by the user. The difference from conventional client-server relation-

ships is that the server gets inputs from users then produces relevant events to inform clients. A reply
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is used by the server to send some information a client requested. A client may request and retain

the server information when being created so that the amount of interaction traffic is reduced. The

server sends error messages to the client to report errors.

History, Standards, and Application Development

X was originally developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology with the help of various

manufacturers in 1984. The first commercial implementation of X was introduced by DEC, running

on the VAXstation under the Ultrix operating system. The latest version of X is the Version 11

(X11). It is a joint effort by major computer vendors. The first release of X11 (named X11R1) be-

came available in 1987. Then came the MIT X Consortium, a large and influential collection of soft-

ware and hardware companies, tc keep the X open to all. The X Consortium conducts the current

development of the X window syste.m. The latest version is X 11R5, released in Dec. 1991. Howev-

er, XllR4 is still the most widely used. The X window system has been widely accepted as a de

facto standard for distributed win6ow management.

The X11 standard consists ofa C programming library Xlib and an inter-client communication pro-

tocol (often called the X11 protocol). The Xlib is a large collection of C language routines which

provide a lot of basic windowing functionality. It is the lowest programming interface to the under-

lying X protocol. Since X was designed to be "policy free", it does not specify a standard user inter-

face. It is up to the X programmer to write his/her favorite user interface. X allows any style of user

interface by providing a very flexible set of routines in Xlib. The X11 protocol is the core of the

X window standard. All the communications between the client and server are through this protocol.

To implement a X system is to implement the protocol. It is a bidirectional asynchronous stream-ori-

ented protocol. It may operate on top of any network layer as long as the underlying network layer

provides a sequenced and unduplicated byte delivery service. If the client and server are on the same

machine (workstation style), the protocol is typically supported by an interprocess communication

mechanism. Otherwise, a network connection is assumed. With asynchronous communication,

there is no explicit acknowledgement by the client/server. The client/server process does not have
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towait for theconsequencesof previouspackets,butassumesreliablereceiptandprocessing.This

approachspeedsup thesystemopezationandimprovesthenetworkperformance.Anotherimprove-

mentto thenetworkefficiencyof theX protocol is its ability to groupanumberof requestsintoa

singlepacketbeforesendingthemoverthelowernetworklayer.Thiscangreatlyreducethenetwork

overhead.

TheXll standardis theheartof theX window system.It wasdesignedto be terminaldeviceinde-

pendentandnetworktransparent.X developersareencouragedto developwindow systemsmost

suitedto usersinterests.Theydo nothaveto havetheknowledgeof theunderlyingnetworkthat

is tosupporttheX protocol. The d!splay and the applications can be running on different machines

over a network. This distribution 2bility allows X users to access almost all network resources and

to take advantage of different pla:form capabilities via the network.

The only device dependent part in X system is the server. Running at the terminal (or workstation),

the window server takes display requests issued by clients through the X protocol and generates the

graphic output on the screen. Platform vendors are free to optimize their server software for their

hardware.

Although Xlib is a basic interface for X programmers to build up application programs, it does not

provide programming efficiency. To create a simple display object will involve a number of Xlib

routines. This can be analog to programming with assembly language. To allow easy application

creation, X vendors put extensive effort into the development of toolkits, e.g., MIT's X Toolkit In-

trinsic (also known as Xt Intrinsic) and OSF's Motif. Motif is even built upon the Xt Intrinsic. These

toolkits are the high-level languages of the X window system. A general X window system structure

is shown in Figure A4.1.

Another thing that needs to be pointed out is that X is intended to be operating system independent.

It only requires a reliable data communication service between the server and clients. However,

some network protocols reside in the operating system kernel, e.g., TCP/IP in the BSD UNIX operat-

ing system and the DECnet protocol with DEC's VAX/VMS machines. Certain factors related to
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Figure A4.1 A General X Window System Structure

the operating system may need be taken into account for X implementation. But as long as there

exists a data communication channel between the server and clients, the server can take the request

and produce output for the client no matter what operating system the client is running on.

Some special client programs

There are two special client programs: the window manager and the display manager.

The standard release of the X window manager from MIT is called twin. Several other window man-

agers, such as mwm (the Motif window manager from OSF), awm (Ardent window manager), rtl
.....................

(tilted window manager, developed at Siemens Research and Technology Laboratories, RTL), and

olwm (the OPENLOOK window manager from AT&T and Sun) are also widely used. The window

manager takes care of the layout of the windows. It allows users to move and re size windows without

client interactions. The reason for having the X window manager be a client program separated from

the X server is to let users be ablz to choose the window manager they like, so that the design of

the graphical user interface is freed from the manufacturer-selected graphics system. Another im-

portant functionality of a window manager is to provide a means for inter--client communications.

A typical example is the cut and paste procedure between two windows on a display. The inter--cli-
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ent communicationof X is directedby theICCCM (Inter-Client CommunicationsConventions

Manual).

Thedisplaymanageris aclient programdesignedto starttheX serverautomatically andto keep

it running. The xdm is a X display manager released from MIT. It is started by the root, not the

user, at the system startup. When first run, xdm reads in some configuration parameters from a file

namedxdm-config in the xdm directory. This file indicates which servers xdm will manage. After

reading the list of servers, xdm sta_s up these servers. For remote servers, xdm opens network con-

nections. Then the display manager emulates the getty and Iogin procedure on the displays, prompt-

ing for a user's name and passwcr:l. When a user enters a name and password, xdm checks them

and, if correct, executes initializat!on of a window application, creating the selected clients and a

window manager defined in the fil_ named .Xsession in the user's home directory. The file .Xsession

is similar to .xinitrc. When the user logs out, xdm will destroys all windows by running a cleanup

script called .Xreset and then goes back to the login prompt. The big difference when using an X

display manager is that the X server is kept alive when the user logs off, waiting for a connection.

In fact, when xdm is started up at system initialization, it brings up all the servers it manages. This

is the typical situation of implementing X windows on X terminals with all clients running on a re-

mote host.

Implementations of X

There are three ways to implemen: the X window system [20].

The f'trst is to use workstations. 'Itm X server and all clients run locally. There is no extra network

traffic introduced by X windows. If a distribution of load and high processing speed are needed,

workstations are the choice.

The second way is to implement X on PCs running DOS or MS Windows. This requires adding PC

X server and network protocol software (e.g. TCP/IP) to PCs. Client programs run remotely on

some host server. The advantage of using PCs is to make full use of already installed PCs which

still can run DOS or MS Windows applications. The PC hardware needs at least 4M bytes of RAM,
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an80386SXorfasterprocessor,andhigherresolutiongraphicsmonitor/boards.High-performance

graphicscontrollerboardsbasedon graphicsprocessors(e.g.,TexasInstrumentsTMS34010/20

products)canalleviatethePC CPUof runningtheserversoftware.

Thethird implementationof X is byusingX terminals.Thestrengthof X terminalsis thattheyare

designedtorunX windows.Theyhavepowerfulprocessorsandhigh-resolutiongraphicsdisplays,

andtheyarelessexpensivethanwc,rkstations.TheX terminalsonly runX servers and network pro-

tocol software. But the centralized host which runs all X applications needs lots of memory and pro-

cessing power. One X terminal may require up to 1 MIPS of processing power, 1M byte of main

memory, and 20M disk space on the host. Ii1 addition, each X terminal will produce an X traffic

stream and load the underlying network. Therefore extra care should be taken during the design

period. Figure A4.2 illustrates the three network implementations.

Mainframe or
host server

- X clients
- X toolkit
- Xlib
- X protcc.ol
- _etwork software

I
Workstation

Local Area Network

PC

- X server

- X clients

- Network software

- PC X server

- X protocol

- Network software

X terminal

X terminal

- X server

- X protocol

- Network software

Figure A4.2 Implementations of X over LAN
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In summary,theX window systemprovidesahigh-resolution,multitasking, graphicsinterfaceto

endusers.At thesametimeit imposesextraprocessingpowerrequirementson theterminalsand

hosts,anddatatraffic on local areanetworks.

Thefollowing partof thisreportis dividedinto twosections.Thefirst sectionclassifiesgenerally

theX traffic flows overa localareanetworkfor variousX implementations.The secondsection

is aninvestigationof X traffic overTCP/IPandEthemet.

Traffic Flows: Workstation vs. X Terminal

The X window system is a distributed system. Applications can be run at any node on a network

provided that there exists a connection path between the application and the server. On the other

hand, X supports a high-resolution, bit-mapped, multi-window interface to the end users. So it will

produce extra data traffic compared with the conventional text-based, single screen terminal ap-

plications. The X protocol was developed for the data exchanges between the client and server. As

previously stated, it has four primitives: request, reply, event, and error.

The request is the only primitive generated by the client and sent to the server. It may carry either

an order to the server to draw, to change colors, etc. in a window, or an inquiry for some window

information. Every request consists of a 4-byte header followed by optional additional data bytes.

The maximum length of a request is 218 - 1 bytes. The server sends a reply to the client to reply

to an information inquiry contained in a request. Each reply includes a 4-byte length field followed

by none or more additional data bytes. The maximum length of a reply is 232 - 1 bytes. Both the

event and error are 4-byte long, sent by the server. An event is used to indicate a device action taken

by the user. An error is used to report errors.

Under the X protocol is the lower _ayers of the network protocol function, typically UNIX TCP/IP

with Ethemet, or DEC's DECnet protocol. These lower layer protocols put additional overhead on

each of X protocol data unit. The X protocol data unit is the data unit delivered as a packet by the

underlying protocol. Since the X protocol tends to group several primitives together for transmis-
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siontoreducetheoverheadtraffic,oneX protocol data unit could comprise more than just one primi-

tive. During a window application., each client will communicate with the server. If clients are dis-

tributed at various nodes on a netwerk, there will be a network connection for each of them, as shown

in Figure A4.3.

X server

X protocol

Lower layer protocols

X client

Xlib

X protocol

Lower layer protocol,

Figure A4.3 X Client-Server Communication Pair

There are several aspects ofX traff,'c composition. The total X traffic over the network is dependent

on the distribution of windowing f-.mctions. For a workstation version, the traffic may all be trans-

mitted intemaUy by the inter-process communication mechanism. While with an X terminal ver-

sion, the network must accommodate all client-server data traffic. It is also application dependent.

This includes how many terminals are running X windows and what kinds of tasks the users carry

out under the X windows. For instance, the end users may be working in working cells equipped

with X terminals to interact with a supercomputer running various applications. The end users only

execute commands displayed on a selection menu and read the related information in the window.

This centralized control does not need much processing power at the terminals, but depends on the

speed of the host machine, the host machine interface, and the reliability of the network throughput.

Although X is intended to be network independent and encourages users to develop routines to port

the X protocol to the network protocols they want to use, the TCP/IP protocol suite and the DECnet

protocol suite are the most widely :used. In this report we present an investigation of the actual X

protocol traffic and the corresponding data traffic over Ethernet in some special cases. In our study,

we assumed a number of identical terminals operating with a centralized host over an Ethernet

through X windows and similar traffic statistics, so that the total amount of X protocol traffic on the
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networkis simply thelinearcombinationof traffic of all terminals. The investigation of the actual

statistical behavior of aggregated traffic could lead to a further simulation study. We also assumed

that each terminal has only one client-server connection active, since the user can only work within

one window at a time.

X over Ethernet with TCP/IP

Measurement Configuration

In the study, a client-server connection was made over a 10-Mbits/s Ethernet LAN. Under the X

protocol and on top of the Ethemet was the TCP/IP protocol suite. The layered structure is depicted

in Figure A4.4 below. Both the machines running the server and client application were Sun

SPARCstation 2. The X server was the X11/NeWS which supports both the X11 and NeWS proto-

cols. The window manager was the olwm, the standard window manager from Sun OpenWindows

product. We compared olwm with r:he M.I.T.'s standard window manager twrn. They showed mini-

mal difference in terms of X protocol data traffic.

X server

X protocol

TCP/IP

X client

X protocol

TCP/IP

Traffic Monitors

Ethernet [

Figure A4.4 Layered Structure

The traffic monitor tools employed included a perfmeter and an xscope. The perfrneter measured

the Ethernet packets to and from the server. It recorded the number of packets in each second during

the client-server transaction. The perfmeter was not able to display the timed characteristics, such

as packet delay. But since the measurement took place when the Ethernet LAN was almost idle, the

network delay was negligible. The xscope utility was a useful program in monitoring X protocol
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traffic. It satbetweentheclientandserver,workingasarelaystationandatthesametimeobserving

andrecordingall protocolrequests,events,errorreports,andrepliesinto anoutputfile. Eachentry

in theoutputis taggedwith adirection,aconnectionnumberandatimeof day.Thedataextraction

wasdonebyaseparateprogram.Xscope is an independent process. It may run on the same machine

as the server, or as the client, or or a different host. It makes use of explicit TCP ports to connect

the client and server. In our measurement, we setup the xscope at the server host and let the xscope

and perfrneter monitor the X traffic in a synchronous manner. Thus the two traffic meters collected

the same stream of traffic at two different levels. One displayed the traffic generated directly by the

application programs, and the other showed the actual traffic on the network. The statistical differ-

ential of the two reflected the overhead of lower layer protocols (TCP/IP and Ethernet).

Application Load

We ran three different client applications.

The first wasxterm, with which we generated two traffic patterns. One is the interactive UNIX com-

mand operations, such as listing directories, changing directories, copying files, cating files, and so

on. The other traffic pattern was generated by continuously moving the pointer (mouse) into and

out of the xterm window (named xterm2 to distinguish). The second application was running plaid,

an image pattern generation program. It kept sending drawing requests to the server to display the

generated plaid patterns. It was an intensive load we used to investigate the extreme case. The last

application was ileal5, a desktop publishing software package from Interleaf, Inc.. This scenario

included starting the ileaf5, opening a file, page scrolling in the file, closing the file, and closing

iteayS.

Measured Data

The data measured with the xscope andperfmeter are given in Tables A4.1 - A4.3. All entries axe

measured in bytes unless specially indicated.

Table A4.1 overall statistics
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applications xterm xterm2 plaid ileaf5

run time (sec.) 251.23 149.56 148.04 239.61

!total bytes 1148533 51018 4490780 820129

total units 23919 1748 48822 17097

total X blocks 1237 1311 2287 2175

total pkts 5420 3342 27580 6569

mean pkts/sec. 21.11 21.58 179.12 25.67

max pkts/sec. 72 42 298 103

Table A4.2 clients statistics

applications xterm xterm2 plaid ileaf5

total bytes sent 1130173 19010 4489776 755345

percentage (%) 98.40 37.26 99.98 92.10

total units sent 23503 779 48814 15232

percentage (%) 98.26 44.57 99.98 89.19

total blocks sent 835 471 2280 1105

percentage (%) 67.50 35.93 99.69 50.81

block size

mean 1353.5 40.36 1969.2 683.57

std. dev. 928.09 32.19 260.77 855.91

maximum 2048 404 2048 2048

minimum 4 12 12 4

Table A4.3 server statistics

applications xterm xterm2 plaid ileaf5

total bytes sent 18360 32008 1004 64784

percentage (%) 1.60 62.74 0.02 7.90

total units sent 416 969 8 1847

percentage (%) 1.74 55.43 0.02 10.81

total blocks sent 402 840 7 1070

percentage (%) 32.50 64.07 0.31 49.19
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block size

mean 45.67 38.11 143.43 60.55

std.dev. 143.35 23.63 152.94 84.00

maximum 2.32 476 476 2032

minimum 32 32 32 32

The unitsarethefour X protocolprimitives: request,reply,event,anderror report. TheX block

(or just block) is def'medasthedatablock theX protocolpassesto the lower layerprotocol (TCP

in ourcase)for delivery. SincetheX protocolworksin anasynchronousmannerandtriesto send

units in aggregation,oneX datablock maycontainsseveralunits.

Data Analysis

Thetraffic betweentheclientandtheserverishighly skewed.Mostof thedataflows from theclient

to theserver,exceptin theextremecase,like xterm2, where the user kept generating inputs to the

server. Even so, the data flow from the server is less than 40 percent of the total.

The X protocol sends its data to the TCP/IP in blocks. Each block contains several data units. Differ-

ent policies are reflected here. At the client side, one block consists of many data units (an average

of 28.15, 21.41, and 13.78 forxterm, plaid, and ileaf5, respectively), so that a highly efficient use

of the underlying network is assumed. At the server side, however, one block only carries one data

unit or two. That is because on one hand, the data units sent by the server are mostly events whose

sizes are very small so that grouping does improve the efficiency, but on the other hand, short blocks

may help reduce the response delay, so that user input can be sent to the client application quickly.

The block size depends largely or. client applications. For the xterm2 case, most of the data was

generated by the user moving the mouse pointer in and out of the client display window. So the X

server kept sending the events EnterNotify, LeaveNotify, FocusOut, Focusln. And the client re-

sponded with short requests specifying the (x,y) coordinates and the GC value (Graphic Context).

While in the case of plaid drawing, the client program continued computing the plaid pattern and

sending the corresponding drawing requests (PolyFillRectangle) to the server to update the plaid

display. If taking the xterm2 and plaid as two extreme case data, the average block size of requests
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wouldbearoundseveralhundredtoonethousandbytesperX block,indicatedbytheothertwocases

(1353.5bytesforxterm, and683.57bytesfor ilea3'). But the large standard deviations indicate that

the block sizes depart the means quite a lot, except in the plaid case. These can be visually illustrated

by the distribution histograms in Figure A4.5. Most of the time, the block sizes are significantly

shorter than the averages. With regards to the network delay performance, the shorter is better for

the Ethernet technology .....
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Figure A4.5 Block Size Distributions

The data block sizes from the server are much less than from the client, implying a much smaller

impact on the network performance in terms of packet size.

There is shown an upper limit on the block size, 2048 bytes in our case. This limit is determined

by the underlying protocol structure. The X protocol does not put a constraint on itself. It relies
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ontheunderlyingnetworkandassumesareliablenetworkconnectionisavailable.Oncetheconnec-

tion is established,it sendsasfastaspossibledataunits without waiting for acknowledgements.

BeforebeingsentoverthenetworkeachX datablockisdividedintoseveralpackets.Thefragmenta-

tion isdonebytheTCP/IPprotocolbasedonthelower-level networkstructures,protocolheaders,

etc.. TheEthernetdataformat allowsonly 1500bytesper packet,certainlynot enoughfor 2048

bytes.At thedestination,anassemblyproceduretakesplaceto restoretheX datablocks.Thefrag-

mentationaddssomeoverheadtothedataatboththeTCP/IPandtheEthernetlayerasshownbelow:

I Ethemetoverhea_TCP/IPoverheadI X protocoldataunit Ethernetoverhead[

Ontheotherhand,theX window systemis intendedto beusedin a generalInternetenvironment.

Theclientandservermaycommunicateviaseveraldifferentnetworks. Also theIPdatagrammay

takedifferentroutesto thedestinationpoint. TheTCPprotocolatthesendingpoint doesnot have

theknowledgeof thephysicalnetworkproperties.Thereforeit is hardfor TCPto decidethebest

maximumpacketsize. The specificationsuggestsa maximumsizeof 536bytesfor TCPpackets,

if it is usedin aheterogeneousnetworkenvironment.TheEtk.emetpacketstatisticsarecalculated

in TableA4.4,wherethebytes/pktis thepureX protocol data per packet, excluding the overhead

of TCP/IP and Ethernet. The standard overheads for TCP/IP and Ethernet are assumed, i.e., 40 bytes

for TCP/IP and 26 bytes for Ethernet.

Table A4.4 Ethernet packet statistics (including both the client and server data)

applications xterm xterm2 plaid ileaf5

mean pkts/block 4.38 2.55 12.06 3.03

mean bytes/pkt 211.98 15.26 162.82 124.45

mean pkt length 277.97 81.26 228.82 190.45

overhead % 24 81 29 35

The packet lengths are typically around a few hundred bytes, even under a heavy load (plaid case).

It is worth noting that the packets transmitted for the plaid application are almost all requests to the
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server.Thisis to say,for largeamountsof request traffic over the network the overhead is still high.

In other words, the amount of overhead is independent of the application. This behavior may be

explained by the fact that shorter network delay requires shorter packet size, which in turn results

in higher overhead.

X traffic and Ethernet traffic

The generated X traffic has two patterns roughly. One is burst mode, like most interactive data traf-

fic. The server tracks the user's random inputs with KeyPress, KeyRelease, etc., then sends events

to the related client to trigger the wansmission of drawing information of variable length. The other

mode is when the client continuously executes a computation with some sort of algorithm and sends

the results to the server to display, such as with the plaid program. The data rate is relatively

constant, or with a small variance from the mean. To accurately characterize the bursty traffic is a

difficult job. It may be left for further study. Here, we use the observations as well as the mean values

to get some representative figures.

The instantaneous traffic intensity ;s determined by the amount of data arriving and the instant inter-

arrival time. A detailed observation of the data captured by xscope shows that one X data block was

generated and sent by the client side about every 0.103 seconds when displaying a large text file (in

xterm case), and about every 0.06 3econds when displaying plaid patterns. In both cases, the number

of bytes in a data block was very close to the upper limit, 2048 bytes, and with very small variance.

This implies that the transmission rate was determined by the client program, not the protocol itself,

in the measurement. The corresponding data rates are 159.068 kbits/s(xterm) and 273.067

kbits/s(plaid), respectively. This is calculated by multiplying the mean bytes per X data block with

the mean data block generation ra:e. The mean values of X traffic are calculated in Table A4.5. The

arrival rates in the first two cases indicate the user's interactive speed in front of the terminal. To

determine an accurate measurement, the procedure must be conducted over a long period of time.

For the machine-generated traffic, the arrival rate reflects the speed of the software and the hardware

associated with the client and server.
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Table A4.5 meanvaluesof X traffic (including both client and server)

applications xterm xterm 2 plaid ileal5

mean block ar-
4.93 8.77 15.38 9.09

rival rate (blk/s)

mean block size 928.47 38.91 1963.60 377.07

traffic intensity 36.62 kbits/s 2.73 kbits/s 238.28 kbits/s 27.42 kbits/s

The resultant network traffic is ca!culated by multiplying the mean packet size, derived from the

application level, with the packet rate measured at the network level. The results are summarized

in Table A4.6. The traffic differences from the network level to the application level indicate the

overhead of the TCP/IP and Ethernet protocols, plus some statistical errors.

Table A4.6 Ethernet traffic

applications xterm xterm2 plaid ileal5

itraffic intensity 46.94 kbits/s 14.03 kbits/s 342.22 kbits/s 39.22 kbits/s

network util. % 0.47 0.14 3.42 0.39

The heaviest network traffic is 342.22 kbits/sec., which corresponds to 3.42 percent of the 10Mbits/

sec Ethemet capacity. Assuming the Ethernet can handle an overall load up to 20 percent of its ca-

pacity without degrading performance, 6plaid applications, or 50xterm applications can run simul-

taneously over the network. Beyond that, the window performance constraints may shift from the

machine to the network. It should be noted that since each X application is a random process with

respect to its traffic, the mean values may not be sufficient forits description, especially for a widely

spread distribution. In that case, simulation may be required. Another issue is that the traffic applied

to the network is also a function of the machine speed. Software and hardware upgrades would cause

varying increments of traffic intensity to the network.

Brief summary

Operating in the TCP/IP and Ethemet environment, X window applications do not generate much

traffic to the network. The X performance is not restricted by the network. The traffic overhead

due to the TCP/IP and Ethernet protocols is quite high, even though the X protocol aggregates data
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units into larger blocks before transmission. These blocks are broken down into small pieces at the

lower layers to help reduce network delays. As long as the traffic volume is kept small, the overhead

is not a big deal. Graphical plots of the four applications are given in Figures A4.6 - A4.9.
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A5.

APPENDIX

X APPLICATIONS WITH MACINTOSH

Much interest has been shown recently in optimizing X applications to make use of much less expen-

sive personal computers as the X platforms instead of powerful but relatively expensive worksta-

tions. The advantage is that it provides PC users with the access to networked supercomputers while

still maintaining all the PC's application features so that it takes full advantages of network resources

and the PC's merits. Compared with X terminals, PC's do not have to live totally at the mercy of

the central systems and are free of the inconveniences caused by the central systems maintenance

schedules. In addition, the PC ma_-ket offers a variety of selections for different users needs, such

as fast computation, low cost, or h-gh-resolution display. This wide range of choices makes it easier

to achieve a good performance/cost ratio.

In this section, we present a survey study on Apple's Macintosh machines and different networking

components with emphasize on performance aspects of X applications over Ethernet.

Network Configuration

The X applications with Macs include running Mac X servers on the Macintosh machines, and using

X's cross-network capabilities to connect to remote clients, so that the Mac user can run applications

on remotely connected workstaticr.s or minicomputers. Another possibility is the reverse situation:

X applications (clients) are running on the Macs and results are displayed on remote workstations

through the network. The first application is generally of greater interest.

Figure A5.1 presents a general networking situation when running X windows on networked Macs.

The components involved include the X servers, network protocols, interfaces between the Macs

and the network, and the network itself. A router/bridge may be used if the X client/server connec-

tion is being made to another network with different networking technology. Assuming that the ma-

chines running the X clients or other specific programs -- with results being displayed on local Mats

through the X window system -- are much more powerful (such as DEC's VAXcluster, Sun or HP
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workstations),primary performanceconsiderationsof X applicationsshouldbegivento thesoft-

wareandhardwareelementsin theMacsandin thenetwork.

X server

There are two main X servers currently available for Macs: Apple's MacX and White Pines Soft-

ware's exodus. MacX complies with the MIT X Window System specification X 11R4. It includes

a built-in window manager that ccmplies with the ICCCM standard. The window manager provides

title bars, close boxes, and other Mac window controls. MacX also offers support for other window

managers, such as OSF/Motif's mwm, or twm.

The latest version of MacX is MacX 1.1.7.

System requirements to use MacX by Apple include:

- Any Mac computer ........

- At least 2 megabytes memory

- At least two floppy disk drives (:['or Mac operating system 6.0.5 and later)

- A hard disk (for Mac operating system version 7.0)

- Mac operating system version 7.0, or version 6.0.5 and later

- A network connection (LocalTalk or an Ethernet connection)

Apple's UNIX system for Mac, A/UX 2.0, is an alternative operating system. In fact, A/UX has the

MacX incorporated in it, so that it provides a native X environment.
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To useEthernetconnection,it needsApple'sEthernetNB cardor equivalentproductsfrom other

vendors. Thetransportprotocolssupportedby MacX includeMacTCP(Apple's implementation

of TCP/IPprotocols),AppleTalkADSP(AppleTalkDataStreamProtocol),andDECnet.Theship-

mentof MacX includestheMacTCPpackage.

Theperformanceof MacX isaffectedbyits workingenvironment,suchasthespeedof theMacthe

MacX runson and theoperatingsystemused. A testof performanceefficiency for MacX and

eXoduswasconductedin [21] by usingastandardX window benchmarkprogramthatranall the

integralX graphicsalgorithmsin turn andthen producedthestatisticalbenchmarkmeasuredin

Xstones.TheXstonesrepresentth_numberof graphicoperationspersecond.TheMacXwasrun-

ningon aMacIlci undertheMacoperatingsystem.Theresultsarecomparedwith thoseof MacX

runningunderA/UX, andaSunSPARCstation2 using its own server:

Xstones
MacX underMacOP MacX underA/UX SunSPARCstation2

8285 13796 19374

Network protocols

AppleTalk is the network architecture Apple developed for Macs to talk to each other and to share

printers and servers. AppleTalk is a set of protocols at different OSI layers. Originally AppleTalk

only contained one data link protocol, called LocalTalk Link Access Protocol, which works on top

of Apple's LocalTalk cabling, normally twisted-pair cables or phone wires. Each Mac product has
.......................

the built-in functionality of LocalTalk. Thus it is easy for Macs to form a LAN over the existing

phone wires in a building. The major drawback of LocalTalk is that its speed is rather slow: 230,400

bits per second. Some third-party products can be used to speed up the LocalTalk transmission.

For example, Dayna Communication's DaynaTalk and TOPS's FlashTalk offer some performance

improvements to running AppleTalk over LocalTalk cabling. The tests in [23] indicated an improve-

ment of anywhere from 25 percent to 50 percent in file-transfer times. Even so, FlashTalk's top

speed of 768 kbits per second and DaynaTalk's 850 kbits per second are still far below the Ethernet

capability.
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In 1989, Apple introduced AppleTalk Phase 2 to cope with the growing network [22]. AppleTalk

Phase 2 did nothing for LocalTalk; but added Ethernet support and Token Ring support in the Apple-

Talk protocol suites. Also an extended addressing scheme was included to remove the original Ap-

pleTalk's 254--device limitation on the Mac network. To move to higher-speed networks, Ethernet

has become an inevitable altemat'_ve to the slow LocalTalk. Ethemet provides the ways for users

to quickly transfer intensive volume of data, such as large graphics FLies, so it is the natural solution

for the bit-mapped X window applications. In addition, Ethernet is the most popular medium for

networking UNIX workstations, IBM PCs, and DEC's VAX computers. Hooking Macs on the

Ethernet makes it easier for Macs to access those other computers.
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Figure A5.2 Appletalk Protocol Suites

The transport protocols used in Macs to support MacX are AppleTalk ADSP, MacTCP, or DECnet.

DECnet transport protocol is, of course, from another companies. MacTCP is shipped with each
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purchase of MacX. Therefore, MzcTCP is the default transport protocol for MacX. It allows the

Macs to connect to any existing TCP/IP network. To use MacTCP, each Mac needs an IP address

from the network administration. MacTCP can run under AppleTalk with Ethernet connection.

Ethernet interfaces

In the past years, the number of Mac Ethernet interfaces has proliferated, and costs have come down.

These Ethemet interfaces fall into two categories: cards that plug into a slot inside the Mac, and ex-

ternal adapters that plug into the Mac's SCSI port. The internal interface cards are connected in the

Mac either to the NuBus slot or PDS (processor direct slot), depending on the Mac's type. SCSI

stands for Small Computer Systems Interface. SCSI enables the Mac to communicate with high-

speed peripherals, such as hard drives, image scanners, personal laser printers, CD ROM drives, and

tape backup devices. Externally, SCSI is a port designed to attach additional hardware to the Mac.

It works as a parallel bus, transmitting 8 bits at a time. A new version of the SCSI, SCSI-2, enhances

the bus transmission performance by expanding SCSI's parallel data path from 8 bits to 16 bits, mak-

ing a possible data transfer rates of 10--40 megabytes per second. The devices connected to SCSI

are generally in a series configuration, calleddaisy-chaining. That means the SCSI bandwidth must

be shared among these devices. Therefore, Mac's SCSI bus is generally slower than both the NuBus

and PDS. For example, the 32-bit NuBus has a maximum quoted performance of 37.5 megabytes

per second. However, the SCSI connection is compatible to all types of Macs provided that they

have a SCSI port available.

There are four types of cables for Ethernet: 10BASE-5, 10BASE-2, 10BASE-T, and fiber--optic.

10BASE-5 is a thick coaxial cablz with the segment length of no longer than 500 meters. It is best

used as a network backbone. To attach a Mac to the thick coax usually requires a transceiver from

the Ethernet interface card. 10BASE-2 stands for a thin coaxial cable with a segment length of up

to 200 meters. The thin coax is less expensive and more flexible. Most Mac Ethernet interfaces have

built-in transceivers for thin coax, so there is no need for external transceivers. But Apple's Ethernet

LC card and Ethernet NB card have no transceivers on board. They include a special socket, called

Apple Attachment Unit Interface (AAUI). So, using these two Ethernet cards does require an exter-
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nal transceiver. One of the advantages of using AAUI is that one does not need to change the Ether-

net card when switching Etherne': cables, say, from 10BASE-2 to 10BASE-T. 10BASE-T runs

over twisted-pair phone wire and usually uses a star topology. A 10BASE-T cable length (the dis-

tance allowed between a node and the star hub) is limited to 100 meters. The star topology makes

10BASE-T wiring easier to modify, than its coaxial cousins, because the star hub (concentrator) re-

sides at a central location. Each Mac must have either an Ethernet interface with a 10BASE-T trans-

ceiver built in or a built-in AUI (Attachment Unit Interface) port connected to a separate external

10BASE-T transceiver. The fiber-optic cable is the choice for the future. It outperforms the coax

in many ways. But currently only a few Mac Ethernet interfaces support it, e.g., Mac2000 Board

from Network Resources.

A list of main Ethernet connection interfaces is tabulated in the following tables [24, 25, 26, 27].

Boards

Interface Vendor Mac

EtherLink/NB _ 3Com IIs

EtherLink/NB TPX 3Com

Ethemet LC Card Apple LC

Ethemet NB Card Apple IIs

MacCon+ Asant6 Technologies Ilsi, SE/30

FriendlyNet Card ditto LC

iLanWay Ethemet Avatar LC

E4010-E6020 Cabletron Systems IIs, SE/30

GatorCards/E Cayman-System ..... IIs
i
IEther2/Ether DS Compatible Sys. Corp IIs

[DaynaPort E Dayna Comm. IIs, LC, SE/30,
SE

FastNet Dove Computer Corp. IIs, SE/30, and
SE

PhoneNet Card for Ethemet FaraUon Computing IIs, SE/30

iMagic Ethemet II MacProducts USA IIs

EtherNode 16 National Cemiconductor IIs, SE

Corp.

EtherNode 32 ditto SE/30, IIsi

Mac 1000 Network Resource IIs, SE

thick thin tw.

pair

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X

x X X

X X X

X X X

X X X
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NuvoLink II Nuvotech IIs x x x

MacConnect Racal-Datacom SE, SE/30, Ilsi x x x

EtherPort Shiva Corporation IIs, SE. SE/30 x x x

Note: IIs means Ilsi, II and up.

SCSI type

interface vendor mac thick thin tw. pair

Asant6 EN/SC Asant6 Technologies all x x x

Ether+ Compatible Sys. Corp all x x x

DaynaPort Dayna Comm. all x x x

NuvoLink SC Nuvotech all x x x

Over the 3'ears as Mac networks moved from the slow LocalTalk to Ethernet, many studies have been

made on the performance of Ethernet interfaces to investigate the possible potential bottleneck from

the Mac to the Ethernet highway. Here we present the most interesting results from two tests [26,

271.

In [26] 15 twisted-pair Ethernet boards for Macs were tested. These boards include: 3Com's Ether-

Link/NB, Apple's Ethernet NB Card, Asant6 Technology's MacCon3 for NuBus, Avatar's LanWay

Ethernet, Cabletron's E6000 DNI, Compatible Systems's Ether2, Dayna Communications's Dayna-

Port, Dove Computer's FastNet IIi N, Farallon's PhoneNet Card for Ethernet, National Semicon-

ductor's EtherNode 16 NB, Network Resources Corporation's Mac 1000, Racal-Datacom's Mac-

Connect Ethemet Card, Shiva's EtherPort II, Sonic Systems's Sonic Ethemet Series, Technology

Works's Ethernet Kit. In the tests, two Mac Ilci's were connected over Ethernet, and executed file

transfers between themselves. The transfer rate was timed for each Ethernet board. To eliminate

the limiting factor of the slower hard drive, a RAM disk was used instead to store the files. Thus

the affecting elements are the Ethernet interface and the processor of the Mac. The results showed

very little difference in the transfer rates among the tested boards when transferring a 5MB file. The

average rate is about 1.5 Mbits per second. Smaller file needed relatively longer time to transfer,

due to the fixed overhead of the control packets. A comparison between the RAM disk and hard

drive was also tested. Not surpr:.singly, RAM disk provided much better Ethernet performance,
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which indicatesthat theharddrive, if it is involvedin the connection,is probablythebottleneck.

Althoughthe 1.5Mbits persecondresultdoesnot separatetheEthernetboardfrom theprocessor

orprovethattheEthernetboardmightnotbesaturated,it doesshowa 1.5MB rateis obtainablefor

theEthemetboards.

Anothertestwascarriedin [27] abouttwo yearsago. It testeddifferentEthemetboards,andSCSI

adaptersonMacIIs, SE/30,SE,andPlus.Theresultsshowedtheperformanceof MacIIs,andSE/30

with internalEthemetboards(NuBus,PDS)ismuchbetterthanSEswith Ethernetboards,or SE/30

withSCSIadapters.It revealsthattheCPUor theSCSIport is theperformancebottleneck,not the

Ethernetinterface.A furthereffortwasmadeto testtheinterfacerawperformance.Therawperfor-

manceis thefastestspeedtheinterfacecantransferdatawithout beingheldup by theCPUor the

SCSI.NetworkGeneral'sSniffer togetherwith aspeciallydevelopedNetBasher! byMacUserNet-

WorkShopwasusedfor this test. Themaximumdatatransferratesmeasuredby theSniffer were

about4.0-4.8 Mbits persecond,whereAsantd'sMacCon+,Racal-Datacom'sMacConnect,Cay-

man'sGatorCard,andCabletron'sE6000outperformedtheothers.

Thereareother testson theEthernetinterfaces,someusingclient/serverfile transfer,someusing

specialprogramsto generatedatatraffic to avoidaccessingexternaldevices.Noneof thosetests

observedthebottleneckattheEthemetinterfaces.

Mac machines

For an X server running on a Mac, choosing an appropriate Mac also means having better perfor-

mance. The Macintosh family cor, sists of many combinations at different prices to cater for different

demands. The processor speed, memory size, bus configuration, etc. all contribute to the overall

performance of a Mac. Most of the Macs in the current market include either M68030 or M68020

microprocessors, with a clock speed of 16 MHz to 32 MHz. The M68020 has an instruction cache,

while the M68030 has both an instruction and a data cache. A cache is an area of memory that can

be directly accessed by the CPU without the delays involved in reading from main memory, thereby
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increasingtheeffectiveprocessorspeed.Theprofilesof variousMacsaresummarizedin theAppen-

dix.

MacLC is theleastexpensivecolorMacintosh.It usesa68020microprocessorrunningat 16MHz.

It doesnot includeamathcoprocessor,thetrade-off for the low price. But it hasa built-in color

video circuitry capableof generating256 colors. To take advantageof the 256 colors,Apple

introducedasharp,low-cost 12-inchcolorRGBmonitor,with 512x384pixels. TheLC hasastan-

dard2MB RAM expandableto 10MB, to accommodatefor theMacoperatingsystemversion7.0.

But thememory-managementunit is not included. Without theMMU, theLC cannotutilize the

virtual memoryfeatureprovidedin Macoperatingsystemversion7.0.

TheLC II looks verymuch like theLC on its exterior. And it sellsfor nearly thesameasor less

thantheLC. Thebigdifferenceis thata68030microprocessor,insteadof 68020,is included.There

is notmuchof performancedifferencebetweenLC andLC II. But theLC II offersvirtual memory

capabilityundertheMac operatingsystem7.0.

Quiteafewtestsof EthernetinterfacesusedMac1Iseriescomputers,of whichMacIlsi isconsidered

tohavethebetterperformance/costratio. TheIlsi is fasterthantheLC. It canacceptaNuBusexpan-

sionboard,of whichthereareconsiderablymorethanthereareLC boards.And theIlsi movesdata

betweenthememoryandtheprocessorin 32-bit portionsinsteadof 16-bit astheLC II does.The

Ilsi canrunApple'sA/UX versior,of theUNIX operatingsystem.But Ilsi costshundredsof dollars

more.

Thefastestof Mac theII seriesis theIlfx. Its M68030microprocessorrunsat40MHz. However,

is themostexpensive.

Other factors

Theoperatingsystemis anotherfactorthatneedsto beconsideredfor X window applications.Be-

sidestheMacoperatingsystems,ApplehasaUNIX operatingsystem,A/UX 2.0,for Macs. A/UX

hasthebuilt-in MacX package,andtestsin [21] indicatethatrunningMacX underA/UX provides

betterperformance.A/UX supportsstandardTCP/IPcommunicationoverEthernetto otherUNIX
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machines.TouseTCP/IPprotocols,thereneedsto beanEthernetcardinstalledin theMacandcon-

figuredto its TCP/IPmode.A/UX alsoprovidesAppleTalkconnectivityoverLocalTalkor Ether-

Talknetworks.If boththeLocalTalkandEthernetcardsareinstalled,youcanchoosebetweenthese

networks.ButA/UX requiresafaszerMac,andatleast8MB memoryin ordertoachievethisbetter

performance.If theMacusersdonotneedmanyUNIX featuresandnetworkingservices,theinvest-

ment for A/UX wouldnotbeeconomicallyjustified.

If theX clientsaregoingtorunonadifferentnetworkthantheoneto whichtheMacsareconnected,

aroutermaybeusedto connectthesenetworks.In thiscase,theX client/serverconnectioninvolves

datapassingthroughtherouter,which shouldbetakeninto accountin theoverall performanceas-

sessment.

Brief summary

Multiple factorsmustbeconsideredfor runningX serversonMacs. Testsshow thattheEthernet

networkhassufficientbandwidthto supportX applications. The Ethernet card should not be the

bottleneck for connecting Macs to Ethernet given to the raw data traffic it can support, which means

the real world applications must be able to generate enough traffic to saturate the Ethernet and the

Ethernet cards. Using faster Macs may help improve the X window performance. And more

memory size is generally a good choice to reduce the use of slower hard drives. A/UX provides a

better environment than Mac O.S., but costs more.
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Mac Profiles

Mac II series

Mac II Mac IIx Mac Ilci Mac Ilsi Mac Ilcx Mac Ilfx

Processor 68020 68030 68030 68030 68030 68030

Math co- 68881 68882 68882 68882 (op- 68882 68882

processor tion)

Clock 16MHz 16MHZ 25 MHz 20MHz 16MHz 40 MHz

speed

Max. RAM 8 MB 8 MB 32 MB 17 MB 8 MB 32 MB

instructionProcess

cache

ROM

Color/gray-
scale sup-

[port

Internal ex-

pansion slot

256K sock-

eted chips

yes

6 NuBus

instruction

and data

256K

SIMM

yes

6 NuBus

instruction

and data,

32K cache

512K

SIMM

yes

3 NuBus

instruction

and data

512K

SIMM

yes

1 NuBus

instruction

and data

256K re-

placeable

yes

3 NuBus

instruction

and data,

32K cache

512K

SIMM

13-inch,
640x480

RGB,
24-bit color

card

6 NuBus
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MacPlus,Mac SE,Mac SE/30,Mac Classicseries,andMacLC series

Processor

Mathco-
processor

Clock
speed

RAM

Process
cache

ROM

Color/
gray-
scalesup-
port

Mac Plus

68000

no

7.83MHz

4 MB

no

256K

socketed

no

Mac SE

68000

no

7.83MHZ

4MB

no

256K

socketed

no

Mac

SE/30

68030

68882

15.6672M

Hz

8 MB

instruc-

tion and

data

256K

SIMM

yes

Mac Clas-

sic

68000

no

8 MHz

4MB

no

512 K

no

Mac Clas-

sic II

68030

16 MHz

10 MB

instruc-

tion and

data

512K

SIMM

yes

Mac LC

68020

no room

16 MHz

2- 10

MB

instruc-

tion

512K

socketed

yes,
16-bit

color

Mac LC

II

68030

no room

16MHz

4- 10

MB

instnlc-

tion and

data

512K

socketed

yes, 8-bit,
or 16-bit

color
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APPENDIX

A6o DECnet Capabilities

Introduction to DECnet

DECnet is a proprietary network facility developed by Digital Equipment Corporation. It has under-

gone five phases in development from phase I through the current phase V. Most of the earlier phases

were developed around proprietary DEC protocols and services. Phase V has seen a migration to

providing more Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) services and protocols in addition to an up-

grading of the phase IV services. Since phase V was designed to remain compatible with earlier

phase IV, a short look at phase IV makes it easier to understand the components of phase V. Phase V

is also sometimes called Advantage-Networks.

Phase IV DECnet is generally cen*.ered on work groups that are connected together with Ethemet

facilities. These work groups are then interconnected with wide area bridges or routers. Within the

work groups, the standard Etheme'. protocols are utilized. For wider distribution, Digital's Digital

Data Communications Message Protocol (DDCMP) is usually used. Above these data link protocols

are the DEC proprietary network, transport and session layers. On top of the session layer are several

applications, two of the most common of which are the Data Access Protocol (DAP) and the Com-

mand Terminal (CTERM) protocol. DAP provides access to remote data bases, and CTERM is a

remote terminal program, very similar in nature to the Telnet feature of TCP/IR

These two services are supplemented by a number of other services, including a messaging system

over DEC's Mailbus. Other services are provided for videotext, remote consoles, booting disldess

nodes, bulletin boards, etc.

Phase V continues to include all the items from phase IV, including Ethernet, the IEEE 802.3 version

of Ethemet, DDCMP, the permanent virtual circuit portion of X.25 networks, and the IEEE token

bus protocol. In addition, phase V has added services supporting the ISO High-Level Data Link

Control (HDLC) protocol, as well as the Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) protocol. Phase V

also introduced two new proprietary DEC protocols that allow public data networks to be incorpo-
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rated into DEC environments. These services are the Modem Control protocol (physical layer), and

the Dynamically Established Data Link (network layer). These services permit dynamic establish-

ment of modem connection through a public switched network using X.25 packet switched net-

works. For LAN's, DECnet phase V supports the Logical Link Control (LLC) protocols that may

use either Ethernet, FDDI or token ring.

At the network layer, DEC uses ISO standard format 8473 for data and error packets. Hence inter-

operability with non-DEC equipment is maintained through this standard. Network routing is deter-

mined by a combination of the ISO 9542 standard and some additional DEC proprietary routing soft-

ware. The 9542 protocol is primarily concerned with routing between End Systems and

Intermediate Systems (ES-IS), w_aile the DEC routing algorithms deal with Intermediate System-

Intermediate System (IS-IS) routing. Non-DEC equipment that is not ISO 8473 compliant can be

connected to a DECnet by use of a common subnet such as X.25.

At the transport layer, DEC uses the Network Services Protocol (NSP). This protocol is similar to

TCP or the ISO TP4 protocols. Phase V also supports two other ISO protocols, TP0 and TP2. TP4 is

used primarily for DEC applications, and the other two for non-DEC systems.

Up through the network layer, DECnet phase V is a fairly conventional OSI system with the inclu-

sion of DDCMP to maintain compatibility with phase IV, and MCS for extra features. At the Session

layer, there is a distinct split, and DECnet provides two separate session layers. The OSI session

layer is provided to support OSI applications. A separate session layer, Digital Session Control pro-

tocol (DSC) is provided to support DEC services and to provide interconnection to proprietary DEC

services at the lower levels of phase IV and phase V.

With all these different options at many levels, it is obvious that there is an almost bewildering com-

bination of protocol stacks that are available to the users. Almost any of these combinations could be

used in certain instances. For each application, DEC keeps track of the protocol stack in use through

something called a tower. A tower is a set of addresses from the network layer on up. Each node

keeps a list of towers, representing the possible combinations of protocols that might be used for
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communication.Whencommunicationsis desiredbetweentwonodesor applications,thesession

layerexaminesthetowersets,andcomesupwith acommonsetthatcanbeusedfor communication.

A partof theDSCcalledtheDomainNameService(DNS)providesadistributednamingservicethat

permitsapplicationsto communicateacrossthenetworkusingalogical name.

Thetowersareusedonlywithin theDECnetdomain.Forotherconnections,theOSIsessionlayeris

used.On topof this layer,DECusesFile TransferAccessandManagement(FTAM) protocoland

X.400. TheFTAM implementation also has something called an FTAM/DAP gateway which al-

lows DEC networks to access non-DEC FTAM systems. DEC has also implemented gateways for

Telex and the TCP/IP SMTP.

Ethernet and DECnet

The major user of the data link layer in a DECnet system is the Digital Network Architecture (DNA)

network layer. In addition, there are two other users that do not necessarily access the data link layer

through the network layer. These users are the Local Area Transport (LAT) and the Maintenance

Operations Protocol (MOP). LAT is a direct user of the data link layer that is used to provide terminal

to host transfer. MOP is used to download operating systems to a remote host for booting disldess

workstations and PC's. In addition, other network services may share the data link with these proto-

cols. This can include services such as the naming service, the time protocol, remote procedure calls

(RPC) and TCP[IP.

Digital originally used DDCMP as the major protocol on their networks. This protocol is still used

for some wide area communications, but it has largely been replaced with Ethernet for most local

area communications environments. Most Digital equipment is delivered with Ethernet interfaces,

and this includes not only computers, but printers and disk servers as well. A very large percentage

of the communications within a DECnet takes place over an Ethemet physical layer. This is particu-

larly true for local traffic.

An appropriate model of a DECnet phase IV system would include a number of devices intercon-

nected locally with Ethernet facili':ies. A set of these groups of workstations would then be intercon-
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nectedbyDDCMP facilities. ForaphaseV system,thismodelwouldbechangedtoaddanumberof

differentalternativesfor theWAN interconnections.Thesewould includeFDDI, X.25andHDLC.

The move from DDCMP to HDLC places DEC into position to interface with the soon to be very

important Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). Phase IV also supported HDLC, but it has

become much more important in phase V.

In some cases, it is desirable to connect several devices to the Ethernet at a single point. When this is

the case, a multiport transceiver that operates more or less as a data concentrator can be used. The

Digital equivalent of a multiport transceiver is called a Digital Local Network Interconnection or

DELNI. This device is sometimes referred to as "Ethernet in a can."

MOP

Within DECnet, there are several support protocols that are of interest in the development of the Yel-

low Creek network facility. Some of these services are significant from the network standpoint, but

are of no special interest in this paper. These include the DNA naming service, the time service and

remote procedure calls service (RPC). One support protocol of particular interest at this point is the

Maintenance Operations Protocoi Dr MOP.

As was noted earlier, at the sessicn layer and above, there are two distinct architectures in use in a

Digital network. These are DECnet and OSI. To these, a third must be added, and this is MOR

Technically, MOP is part of the DECnet protocol, but from a practical standpoint, it is a separate

architecture. MOP is a direct user of the data link layer, and can operate without any of the DECnet

protocols. Typically, MOP uses an Ethernet link, but it can operate over HDLC or DDCMP.

MOP is a fairly primitive protocol, and contains very limited security features. While MOP offers

three levels of functionality, including testing the communications link and operating as a remote

console, the main use of MOP is in download operating systems to a diskless workstation. While this

can be initiated from a console, it more commonly takes place when the workstation is initialized.

When a diskless workstation is powered up, it utilizes the MOP to broadcast an appeal for help. A

node on the network will then volunteer help. The diskless workstation responds with a memory
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load message,anddatamessagestransfertherequireddata from the volunteerstationinto the

memoryof theworkstation. Thedisklessworkstationstartswith aprimitive primaryloaderthatis

usedtoloadasecondaryloaderinto theworkstation.Thesecondaryloaderthenloadsatertiaryload-

er thatcanloadtheoperatingsysteminto theworkstation.

Insteadof loadingthenormaloperatingsystem,thetertiary loadercanalsobeusedto loadthenet-

workmanagementinitialization script (CMIP) into theworkstation. This scriptis usedto setnet-

workparameterssuchasmaximumdatapacketsizesandretransmissiontimers,etc.Oncethedisk-

lessworkstationhasbeenbooted,it thenperformsits communicationstasksoverthenetworklike

anyothernodeon thenetwork.

LAT

An importantconceptin theDigital environmentis thatof theVAX cluster.Thepurposeof theVAX

clusteris totakeadiskdrive (actually two)andmakeit availableto multiple userssimultaneously.

Thisis accomplishedthroughinternalcommunicationsprotocolsthataretransparenttothenetwork

users.

A VAX clustertypically consistsof twoor moreVAX minicomputers.Thesecomputerscommuni-

cateviaaDEC70MbpsdedicatedsystembackbonecalledtheCI bus. Thecomputersalsocommu-

nicateoverthesamebuswith twoHierarchicalStorageControllers(HSC).TheHSCisaspecialized

diskserverthatis connectedto two diskdrives.Thediskdrivesaredualportedtomultiplecontrol-

lers.

All thestoragefacilities in theclusterareduplicatedto provideredundancyandameasureof fault

tolerance.Datawritten to thedisk is shadowwritten to bothdiskssimultaneously.This alsoim-

provesfault tolerance.A lock managerrunningontheVAX systemcoordinatesaccessto thedisks

from all users.

Thecombinationof theminicomputers,theCI bus,theHSC's, thedisksandthelockmanagerconsti-

tutetheVAX cluster.Totheusersof thesystem,all thedifferentVAX systemslook thesame.They

all haveaccessto thesamedataandthesameperipheralfacilities. Therefore,mostusersdon't care
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whichsystemtheyloginto,exceptthattheywouldlike tolog inonthecomputerthatis likely to give

themthebestservice.

TheDECLocalAreaTransport(LAT) wasoriginally developedbyDigital to solvetheproblemof

whichsystemVAX systemto access.Like MOP,LAT isarelativelylow levelprotocol thataccesses

thedatalink layerdirectlywithoutrelianceonmanyof thearchitecturalfeaturesof DECnet.Since

LAT providesthecapabilitytoconnectmanydifferentclientstomanydifferentservers,it hasamuch

broaderapplicationthatfirst envisioned,andcanbeusedin a numberof different ways.

LAT attemptsto balancetheloadon theVAX minicomputersthroughtheuseof arating system.

Whena newsessionis established,LAT attemptsto selectthenodethat hasthe bestratingat that

time,andwill, atleasttheoretically,providethebestservice.Unfortunately,if servicedeteriorates,

the loadis notre-balanced.

LAT alsoprovidesthecapabilityfor multiplexingmessagesfrom severalusers(throughtheterminal

server)intoasinglemessage.Becauseof thismultiplexingcapability,LAT makesanexcellentplat-

form for anX windowssystem.Theterminalservercancombinethemany asynchronousevents

associatedwithanX session into a single packet for transmission to the computer. This multiplexing

avoids a lot of the interrupts associated with an interactive system, and greatly reduces the load on the

CPU.

Since LAT accesses the data link layer directly, it assumes an underlying IEEE 802.2 (data link) and

a multicast capability. LAT can operate o;¢er either a CSMA/CD network or FDDI, although Ether-

net is more common. LAT is intended to utilize only a small percentage of the bandwidth on the

network.

LAT is a master/slave system based primarily on the use of timers. This philosophy greatly reduces

the complexity of the slave component. Because LATdoesn't utilize the upper layers of the DECnet

architecture, it is a relatively simple protocol, and provides little in the way of security, fault toler-

ance or transport service. LAT depends on the underlying data link layer to provide some of these

facilities.
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Therearetwomajorlayersin LAT: thevirtual circuit layerandthesessionlayer.Thevirtual circuit

tayerisconcernedwith theestablishment,maintenanceanddisconnectionof thevirtual circuitsbe-

tweentheserverandthehost,andprovidesthoseservicesnormallyassociatedwith avirtual circuit.

Thesessionlayerprovidestheuserinterfaceto thesystem.Thesessionlayerperformsthemulti-

plexing of datafrom severalterminalsinto apacketfor transportover thenetwork. LAT alsopro-

videsa directoryservicethatmanagesnamesfor ports,nodesandserviceson thesystem.

In theLAT system,theterminalservernormally assumestheroleof themaster,andthehostis the

slave. Wheneveratimer in themasterexpires,themastertransmitsdatato theslave.Theslaveis

thenabletotransmitdatabackto themasterbypiggybackingthisdataontotheacknowledgepacket.

In theeventthatthemasterhasnodatatotransmit,apathtestmessageis usedto maintainthevirtual

circuit andalsoenabledatatransmissionfrom theslaveto themaster.

TheLAT systemusuallyoperatesinanunbalancedmodewheretheterminalserveris themasterand

initiatesallcommunications.Oneexception,however,is thecaseof aprinter.Here,theprinteris the

slaveandthehostis themaster.In thissituation,theprintercaninitiateaconnectionandalsoinitiate

communicationswhennecessary.

Flow controlin LAT takesplaceatseverallevels. Botha creditsystemanda window-basedflow

control systemareprovidedatdifferentlevels. Thereis alsoanX- on/X--offsystemfor theuseras

well assomeflow controlin theunderlyingdatalink layer.

In essence,LAT isafairly primitivecommunicationssystemthatis reasonablyeffectivein commu-

nicatingwith theVAX cluster.By theuseof themaster/slavetimersystemandmultiplexing,LAT

placesa largeshareof thecommunicationsload on theterminalserver,and therebyfreesup re-

sourceson thehost.

Summary

In summary,DECnetV,like OSI,representsaphilosophyasmuchasacommunicationssystem.It

incorporatesmuchof thearchitectureespousedby OSI. At the same time, it provides backwards

compatibility with many features of the earlier DECnet systems. In many instances, DECnet has
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moved in to fill gaps in the OSI architecture with proprietary protocols. These protocols are usually

coordinated with other interested parties in an attempt to gain widespread acceptance of these proto-

cols.

All in a11, DECnet is a flexible, expandable network that should serve the needs of a wide variety of

users. With the impending inclusion of FDDI, it should serve well into the next decade. It is a worth-

while addition to the ASRM network system.
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APPENDIX

A5. GLOSSARY

ADI

API

ASC

AUI

BAS

BIS

B_1000

BSGW

CAD

CCTV

DAS

DCS

DHI

FALS

FDDI

FDLM

FTP

GKS

LSC

OIS

NCT

NI

PAA

PAM

Asynchronous Data Interface

Application Program Interface - Provided by RUST

Area Supervisory Computers

Access Unit Interface

Building Automation System

Business Information System

Building 1000

BASEstar Gateway

Computer Aided Design

Closed Circuit Television

Device Access Software

Device Control Software

Data Highway Interface

Fire And Line Safety

Fiber Distributed Data Interface

Fiber Distributed Line Module

File Transfer Protocol

Graphics Kernel System

Local Supervisory Computers

Operational Information System

Network Cooperating Task

Network Interface

Process Automation Application

Process Automation Module
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PE

PSCNI

SR

TCP/IP

UPS

UTP

WS

ProtocolEmulator

Packet-SwitchedCommunicationNetwork-Intemet

SecurityRouter

TransmissionControlProtocol/IntemetProtocol

UninterruptedPowerSupply

UnshieldedTwistedPair

Work-Stream
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